centertec: We are VR.

The centertec franchise business model is built on cutting-edge technologies, positioned ahead of market trends, and designed to appeal to a remarkably wide range of customers.

It is an opportunity to bring an exciting, state-of-the-art and socially interactive entertainment venue to your community.

At centertec, the future is now.

centertec provides state-of-the-art equipment that allows customers to play the best VR games, feel the adrenaline of eSports, and experience things they might never do in real life: go underwater with a blue whale, orbit the Earth, fly a plane, drive a race car, or battle zombies.

The centertec concept is a completely new and innovative way to bring VR gaming and entertainment to everyone, easily. It is one of the first and largest reality gaming social spaces and virtual reality experience centers in the world.

Company Website: www.centertec.com

Franchise Website: franchise.centertec.com
VR FOR EVERYONE:

As a centertec franchise owner, your expansive and ever-evolving inventory of VR games and experiences will offer something suitable and engaging for all interests, and all ages – from 2 to 102! There is no “ageing out” of centertec.

Your customers will be able to go so many places in VR that they will never want to leave! This all adds up to a diverse and loyal base of enthusiastic customers, that will fuel your long-term growth.
A Variety of Revenue Streams:

The **centertec** concept includes a wide range of revenue opportunities for you to explore and grow. You will be able to offer several different party packages to accommodate all group sizes and budgets, with a dedicated **centertec** ambassador to ensure everyone has an outstanding experience.

You can promote special events such as Parents' Night Out, where kids can be dropped off and enjoy pizza, drinks, crafts, movies and VR games, or tech-oriented summer camps that include plenty of VR play!

From family-fun to milestone celebrations... time with friends to date-nights... to educational opportunities.. your **centertec** business will be an exciting destination for virtually everyone!
A Mind-Blowing Experience ...and an Exceptional Business Model

Quite simply, the centertec concept is unlike any other in the family-entertainment or gaming industries. No other business is focused on making the most outstanding VR technology and content available in a place for friends to play together.
VR Content is Always Fresh:

Every centertec owner enjoys a steady supply of new content and game licenses so you customers can continue to enjoy the latest VR innovations. New content and experiences help to keep customers engaged and coming back.
centertec offers a far more social and dynamic option than sitting at home on a computer or tablet – parents and kids alike love that they can actually burn energy and calories while enjoying the fun at centerec!
Esports theatre opened by centertec in Pennsylvania

by Editorial Staff
November 11, 2017

Oxford Valley Mall in Langhorne, Pennsylvania, now hosts an esports theatre in addition to the VR gaming facility courtesy of centertec.

David Taylor, Co-Founder of centertec, said: "Esports have arrived in the USA. Millions of people are watching, and we have the scenery to show it.

Lisa Hoyt, Director of Marketing at centertec added: "Centertec is the first and only place for social VR gaming and now with our esports theater, there’s nowhere else gamers will need to go.”

With the demand for VR social gaming and esports predicted to continue, centertec also intends to offer franchise opportunities in 2018. It currently offers gaming over 20 VR games, and will begin hosting esports tournaments beginning in the first quarter of 2017.

Reservations for VR gaming are available for $5 per person per hour, and you can read more here.
centertec: How to Contact Us

President: Bill Tustin
Tustinw@centertec.com | 215 431 8337

Legal: Joseph Dunn
jdunn@fisherzucker.com | 215 835 3130

Technical: Mike Gallo
gallom@centertec.com | 267 981 4137

Operations: Liz Hoy
hoyL@centertec.com | 215 760 7390

Production: Daniel Taylor
taylord@centertec.com | 215 559 1332

General Inquiries: info@centertec.com | 800 705 8715

Party! Party! Party!